
Leonard Media Console
By Lazy Guy DIY

This large farmhouse style media console has a thick farmhouse top, rustic X accents and plenty of storage for uh... media

console-y stuff or a ginormous tv! For the long winded tutorial with more pictures and video, checkout

www.LazyGuyDIY.com.

Difficulty

Moderate
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Tools
Kreg Tools

Kreg® Pocket-Hole Jig 720

Other Tools

Miter Saw

Square

Table Saw

Tape Measure

Thickness Planer

Clamps

Drill (cordless)

Impact Driver

Nail Gun

Router

Sander

Shop Vacuum

Materials
Wood Products

Board , 1x2 , 96"4

Board , 1x4 , 72"2

Board , 1x4 , 72"3

Board , 1x6 , 72"1

Board , 1x8 , 72"8

Board , 2x2 , 72"5

Board , 2x4 , 96"3

Board , 2x10 , 96"3

Plywood , 3/4" Thick , Full Sheet1

Underlayment , 1/4" Thick , Quarter Sheet3

Hardware & Supplies

7 1/2" Everbilt Heavy Duty Gate Pull2

3" X 3" Everbilt Black Tee Surface Mount Hinge4
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Cut List & Parts
Bottom Side Frame , 63" 2x42

Inside Bottom Frame , 21.75" 2x44

Outside Frame Support , 32" 2x24

Inside Frame Support , 27" 2x24

Outside Top Frame , 21.75" 1x22

Inside Top Frame , 21.75" 2x22

Outer Floor Panel , 21.75" X 19.75" X 3/4 Plywood2

Inside Floor Panel , 21.75" X 20.50" X 3/4 Plywood1

(2) Outside Panel , 28.50" X 1x86

(4) Inside Panel , 27.00" X 1x812

Outer Shelf Facing , 19.75" X 1x22

Inside Shelf Facing , 20.50" X 1x22

Outside Shelf , 21.00" X 19.75" X 3/4 Plywood2

Inside Shelf , 21.00" X 20.50" X 3/4 Plywood2

Scrap Shelf Support , 21" Scrap 1x28

Outer Top Trim , 25.50" X 1x22

Side Top Trim , 67.50" X 1x21

Outside Bottom Trim , 25.50" X 1x42

Side Bottom Trim , 67.50" X 1x41

Rustic X Arm , 37" X 1x44

Cabinet Door Outer Panels , 27" X 1x8 (Cut To 7-1/8")4

Cabinet Door Inner Panel , 27" X 1x62

Top & Bottom Cabinet Door Trim , 12.75" X 1x44

Cabinet Door Side Trim , 27" X 1x44

Cabinet Door Rustic X Arm , 24" X 1x44

Console Top , 69.50" 2x103

Underlayment Back Panels , 1/4 Sheet Of Underlayment3
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Directions
Assemble The Frame
Start from the bottom with the 2x4 frame work. If available, square off all sides of 2x4 material with a thickness planer for

flush fit of panels (in later step). Attach 2x material to 2x material with 1.50" pocket holes and 2-1/2" pocket screws. All

material attaching to 1x material should use 0.75" pocket holes and 1-1/4" pocket screws. The top outside 1x2's are

intentionally used for installing the outside panels in a later step.

1
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Attach The Floor Panels
If you ran your 2x4's on the frame through the thickness planer, your measurements will be slightly different than those in

the diagram. Your fit will be flush though. If you didn't plane the 2x4's, you will have a slight gap from the rounded edges of

the 2x material. You can fill this before painting or cover it with a thin piece of underlayment. Attach your plywood panels

from underneath with 0.75" pocket holes and 1-1/4" pocket screws.

2
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Outer Panel Assembly & Attachment
Assemble your two outer panels with three 28.50" 1x8's each. Use 0.75" pocket holes with 1-1/4" pocket screws. To show an

exaggerated seam, round over the edges with a palm sander before jointing the 1x8's. Pre-drill 0.75" pocket holes around the

sides and bottom of the panel (not the top). Slide the panel behind the 1x2" top/out frame and attach the bottoms and sides

with 1-1/4" pocket screws and the top with a brad gun. Make sure the outside panel leaves an even 0.75" exposure on the

frame. Patch the interior pocket holes.

3
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Inside Panel Assembly & Attachment
Similar to the outer panels, assemble four panels (three 1x8's wide @ 27") for the inner panels using 0.75" pocket holes and

1-1/4" pocket screws. On only two of the panels add 0.75" pocket holes to the outside edges to attach to the frame. Attach

those pre-drilled panels to the inside frames using 1-1/4" pocket screws, making sure the panels are flush with the frame.

Once on, sandwich the remaining two panels on the opposite side of the frame and attach with wood glue and a brad gun.

When together, the panels should sit flush between the 2x2 framework.

4
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Assemble & Attach Shelving
Cut plywood to length for the outer and inside shelves. Attach 1x2 facing from underneath with 0.75" pocket holes and 1-1/4

pocket screws. Attach shelves by using halved, scrap pieces of 1x2 and attaching to the panel walls at the desired height for

the shelf support. Then slide shelf panel on top and attach with brad gun. Make sure the shelf and facing are inset enough

from the framework that the cabinet doors will close flush. This is also a good time to fill any gaps and prime the unit before

continuing.

5
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Install Trim Work
Cut and attach 1x2" trim with mitered edges to the top and 1x4" trim to the bottom. I routed a round-over edge for

decoration. The trim will only cover the front and side panel. Leave a 1/4" overhang off the back of the trim so the

underlayment used for the back panels will sit flush. Add rustic X trim to the side panels using 1x4's. The X's will sit flush with

your framework. Attach with brad gun and wood glue.

6
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Assemble Cabinet Doors
For the door panel, cut down two 1x8's to 7-1/8" by 27.00" for the outer pieces and a 1x6" for the inner piece. Dry fit, but do not

attach yet with pocket screws. Cut 1x4" outside trim to fit and dry fit rustic X. Mark your panel for all areas to be covered by

the trim and then add 0.75" pocket holes with 1-1/4" pocket screws on to the panel. When you add your trim work over top

(with wood glue and brad nails) your pocket holes will be hidden. These measurements are also for a flush fit door, you want

to make the door with an 1/8" exposure to your frame for easy opening and closing. You can always go back and make

adjustments to the door with a table saw for a better fit. Attach hardware and hang doors.

7
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Assemble & Attach Top
Cut the 2x10's to 69.50" and run through the thickness planer (if desired). Attach together with 1.50" pocket holes and 2-1/2"

pocket screws. Pre-drill the frame of the console to attach the top with 2-3/4" wood screws. Be sure to clamp the edges

down before attaching for a flush fit.

8
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Install Back Panels
Using 1/4 sheet underlayment, attach to the back of the unit with wood glue and brad nails. I stained the inside of the

panels to match the top and painted the back to match the rest of the unit. The extra 1/4 of trim installed in step 6 should sit

flush with the panels. I also cut a hole for media wires in the center panel.

9
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